Global Partners

International Partner Institutions

Chuo University has partnership agreements with 208 universities and research institutions in 40 countries and regions worldwide. Students from countries around the globe enroll in degree programs and non-degree students undertake short-term study (six months to one year) as exchange students from our partner universities and institutions. In addition, Chuo and the Japanese International School (JIS) in Hanoi, Vietnam, recently entered into a cooperation agreement in order to strengthen Chuo's international network of prestigious overseas schools and to ensure the continuous acceptance of outstanding undergraduate students. A new overseas office is planned for the future at JIS.

Chuo University Pacific Office

As an extension of a partnership agreement with the University of Hawai‘i at Manoa, Chuo University opened its first overseas office in the East West Center on the premises of UHMC in December 2013. Through the opening of this Office, interaction between students and academic staff of the two universities has grown rapidly. In addition, there are plans underway for new courses and projects in Hawaii over the coming years.

University of Hawai‘i at Manoa

https://www.facebook.com/chuo.hawaii

Chuo-Thammasat Collaboration Center

Chuo opened its second overseas hub in Thailand in December 2014, the Chuo-Thammasat Collaboration Center. Located in Bangkok's Thammasat University, the Center plays a key role in Chuo's globalization initiatives across ASEAN, supporting student exchange, academic programs and research projects, building networks, and promoting communication and collaboration among Chuo and Thammasat members, and ensures a base for networking and public relations activities. Above all, the office enables Chuo to implement higher education programs in close cooperation with USTT.

Thammasat University

https://www.facebook.com/thammasat

Chuo University Shanghai Office

The Chuo University Shanghai Office is Chuo’s third overseas hub, opened in October 2016 at the University of Shanghai for Science and Technology (USST). The Shanghai Office gathers information on international exchange, offers overseas study programs for students, provides research support for faculty members, and ensures a base for networking and public relations activities. Above all, the office enables Chuo to implement higher education programs in close cooperation with USST.

Shanghai Office at USST

as of May 2021

Chuo joined BEPS in 2020.